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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

This chapter shows the conclusion and suggestion of the study after finding out the 

result. The explanation is discussed below.  

5.1 Conclusion 

 In this study, the writer analyze the differences between male and female 

syntactical choices. Syntactical analysis is used to find out the sentence structure used 

both in male and female utterances. The writer found out of 363 sentences uttered by 

female main character, 217 of it are in simple sentence while the male main character 

uttered 315 sentence and 168 of it are simple sentence also. It shows that both male 

and female are not different in sentence structure. They basically have the same 

choices in syntactical terms. 

 Further, the writer also analyze the speech characteristics of both male and 

female main characters in this movie. Using the speech characteristics of Susan 

Herring theory, the writer found that from seven speech characteristics of male, the 

most feature that found is Strong Assertion which shows that male are tend to give a 

statement in a confident and forceful ways, while from six speech characteristics of 

female, the most feature that is used are Explicit Justification which shows that 
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women is prefer not to be argued in the conversation. Both findings above are 

matching with the speech characteristics theory proposed by Susan Herring. 

5.2 Suggestion 

 The findings of this study, which is speech characteristics that dominantly 

used by men and women are Strong Assertions and Explicit Justification. For the 

readers who tend to do the same study, the writer suggest to find another field of 

study to analyze the differences between male and female because there are so much 

aspect about gender differences, not only from its syntax view. The writer also 

suggest to find another data besides movie to enrich the study about men and women 

language. 


